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Ipseities
- assorted authors
978-1-7335769-9-4
Eleven visionary indie voices 
explore weird and divergent 
worlds, each as unknown as it is 
unsettling. These darkly curious 
stories are guaranteed to take up 
residence in your head. Don't say 
we didn't warn you.

Fragments 1: Handjobs for 
Satan and Other Weird Tales
- S L Koch
978-1-7335769-5-6
A trip through the bizarre, the 
absurd, and the uncomfortable: 13 
short stories of doom metal, dark 
comedy, pop culture, body horror, 
occult metaphysics, love, desire, 
and those secret places.

Unjudgable
- S L Koch
978-1-7335769-8-7
A bizarro future where designer 
brands fall from the sky, Furries 
and Juggalos have become mutant 
cannibals, and the arbiters of old 
TV shows roam the wastes 
dispensing justice.

Liquid Hitler
- S L Koch
978-1-7335769-6-3
Can you stop the drug that hates? 
Psychic cop Austin Peck is drawn 
into a strange occult crime story, 
running on desperate fumes and 
horrific visions as it spirals out of 
control into madness.

Luminarium 2: Bright Manifest
- Rick Rosenkranz
978-1-7335769-4-9
In book 2 of the LUMINARIUM 
series, Rick Rosenkranz blends 
faith and science in an exciting and
fast-paced romp through a colorful
far-flung future.

Luminarium 1: Dark Evasion
- Rick Rosenkranz
978-1-7335769-3-2
The LUMINARIUM series explores 
eternal spiritual themes in a 
galaxy-spanning future empire 
straight out of the Golden Age of 
science fiction.

UbiquiCity 2: UnderCurrents
- assorted authors
978-1-7335769-0-1
The 2nd book in the UbiquiCity 
series explores the seemy 
underside of this augmented 
world, 100 years in the future.

CORE Micro
- Tod Foley
978-1-7335769-7-0
A simple roleplaying system for the
collaborative creation of exciting 
and unpredictable character-driven
stories.

From the outlying edges of speculative fiction:
the allegorical, the philosophical, the MetaModern

and the weird


